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NEW QUESTION: 1
After configuring an IP fabric using EBGP as your routing
protocol, you notice that not all of the routes are showing up
in the routing tables. You have verified that all adjacencies
have formed, and that all policies are in place and configured
properly.
In this scenario, which statement is true?
A. The routers have not been configured using the
multihopparameter.
B. The routers have not been configured with the multipath
multiple-asparameter.
C. The routers have not been configured using the
bfd-liveness-detectionparameter.
D. The routers have not been configured using the
add-pathparameter.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
DATABASE ADMINISTRATION
What steps do you perform during a phased system update when
you patch a SAP HANA database?
A. 1) Download and prepare packages
2) Prepare update of SAP HANA system
3)Resume update on SAP HANA system
B. 1) Update the secondary SAP HANA system
2) Perform a takeover to de secondary system
3) Update the primary SAP HANA system
C. 1)Update the SAP HANA standby node
2)Activate the standbt SAP HANA node
3)Update the other SAP HANA node
D. 1)Update the shadow production system
2)Back up shadow production system
3)Restore the shadow backup to production
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ihr Netzwerk enthÃ¤lt eine Active Directory-DomÃ¤ne mit dem
Namen contoso.com. Die DomÃ¤ne enthÃ¤lt einen DNS-Server mit
dem Namen Server1.
Server1 ist fÃ¼r die Verwendung einer Weiterleitung namens
server2.contoso.com mit einer IP-Adresse von 10.0.0.10
konfiguriert.
Sie mÃ¼ssen verhindern, dass Server1 Stammhinweise verwendet,
wenn die Weiterleitung nicht verfÃ¼gbar ist.
Welchen Befehl sollten Sie ausfÃ¼hren? WÃ¤hlen Sie zum
Beantworten die entsprechenden Optionen im Antwortbereich aus.
Answer:
Explanation:
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